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Spirit of the Lake, A Photographic Oracle: Names and Keywords 
 
This is an at-a-glance list of names and both basic keywords, as well as a 
few differently nuanced meanings that have developed over time. This should 
help you connect with the spirit of each card and open an initial dialogue.   
 
MEET THE CARDS.  
 
1. Allure 
Temptation. Deception. Trap. Strategy. Black Widow. Marketing. Advertising. 
True colours revealed. Letting down guards got you in; lack of planning got 
you in; exit strategy gets you out.    
 
2. Anam Cara 
Soul friend. Friendship. Connection. Kindred spirits. Celebration. Bounty. 
Revelry. Wedding. Evoe. Ideal growing season.  
 
3. Approach 
Stop. Reconfigure. Blockage. Obstacles both seen and unseen. Hitting your 
head on a brick wall. Forward progress temporarily prevented. Attainable 
with entirely new approach and additional effort.  
 
4. Ascension 
Guided Path. A shift. Raised consciousness. Oneness. Non-physical being, 
Higher Self. Moving away from lower vibrational choices. “Light” energies. Not 
there yet, but at least knowing where there is. Inevitable moments of 
uncertainty, loneliness, isolation, temptation to return to old and safe 
patterns. Estrangement from those who are “blissfully” unaware or actively 
choose to remain “Low Riders”. Keep going. This is a temporary crisis in faith. 
You have everything to gain. Crown Chakra. 
 
5. Awakening 
Receptivity. Aha. Epiphany. Breath through. Intelligence becoming actionable. 
Intuition. Third Eye Chakra. Claircognizance: I just know.  
 
6. Barbed Wire 
Real limitations. Lock Down. Danger. Confinement. Unwanted boundaries. Do 
not enter. Imprisonment. “Every cause has its effect; every effect has its 
cause.” Crown of Thorns. No immediate solution. Riding out a sentence. Coping.   
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7. Barn 
Animal appetites and more feral instincts. Hidden drivers and motivations. 
Repressions. Domesticating our inner beasties. Subconscious. Shadow.  
 
8. Batten Down the Hatches 
Fastening. Securing. Locking away. A secret. Keeping in or finally letting out. 
Short term or temporary solutions. Riding out a storm. Batten down emotional 
hatches and protect. Restraining order.  
 
9. Beetlejuice. Betelgeuse  
Depression. Negativity. Lower vibrations. Baser (unproductive), darker instincts 
and drives. Shadow. Obsession. Inner demons. Enslavement. Addiction. 
Disempowerment. Illusion. Fear. Psychic attack - or Vampire. Exorcise ego. 
Exercise restraint. Devilment.       
 
10. Biology 
All things related to health. Medicine. Dis-ease. Illness.   
 
11. Black Swan 
Harnassing shadow. High-stakes performance. Sacrifice. Discipline. 
Competition. Going to the well. Dig deep. Cut off distractions. Prepare. 
Practice. It’s ShowTime. Ascent into darkness. For the self is the self’s only 
friend; and the self is the self’s only foe (Bhagavad Gita). 
 
12. Blur 
Too busy. Who’zzzzz that? Cranked. Working too hard. Anxiety. Not present.   
Vibrating at a much different frequency. Slow down. Consequences of busy-
ness. 
 
13. Carpe Diem 
Seize the day. Hyper Awareness. Seeing beauty in a way other’s miss. Small 
window of opportunity. Early bird. Early morning. God’s in the details.  
 
14. Carrion Crow 
Cleaning up (other people’s messes). “I got this”. Enabling. Leaving bad actors 
to their own drama. Thankless work. Distraction from something that wants 
your exclusive focus.  
 
15. Change 
Change. Upheaval. Movement. Expansion. Find the eye of the hurricane. Be 
the hub, the only constant. Don’t try and hang on to the spokes. Change as a 
means of transformation. 
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16. Chatter 
Talk. Communication. Networking. Word of Mouth. News. Did you hear? 
Information – or gossip - as currency. A pitch or presentation. Monkey 
chatter. Excessive talking, internal chatter (overactive mind). Rumours. 
Talking smack or rubbish. Keeping your own thoughts and words in good order. 
Disempower gossip with a strong self-image. Come from a place of 
authenticity or joy for successful communications.   
	
 
17. Childhood 
The past as a haunting, an obstacle to the future, Life Script. Imprints.  
Your story. Don’t cast childhood experiences into stone. Keep evolving 
positively.  
 
18. Chinese Lanterns 
Caregiving. Seemingly delicate, the papery skin of a Chinese Lantern pod 
provides strong protection for seeds inside. Careers as PSW or Nurse.  
 
19. Choice 
One of two. Time to choose. Pairing. Partnering. Doubling. Twins. Time to take 
action. More than one option, but one’s clearly dominant. Trust your first 
instinct. Act with clarity and confidence.  
 
20. Cleanse 
Creating space for new growth. Sweeping out. Banishing. Cleansing. Getting 
rid of what no longer serves. Autumn: Season of Decay.  
 
21. Clutter 
Hoarding. Acquisition as a way of filling a void. Mental overcrowding. Dim, 
impractical thinking. Bad Fung Shui. Shop-a-holic-ism. Unawareness. 
Hopelessness. Debt. Metastasis. Denial. Defensiveness. Overwhelmed. Helpless. 
Don’t know where to start. Issue of some magnitude requiring a more radical 
solution. Reach out for support.  
 
22. Collapse 
Neglect. Inevitable or imminent breakdown. Worn and torn. Final stage. The 
foundation’s rotten and no good to you anyway. Let it go and look forward to 
something more reliable. 
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23. Combustion 
Anger. Incendiary reaction. Unbridled passion that consumes and destroys. 
Over ambition. Zealotry. Full on. A trial. Love affair turning in on itself. 
Intensity that affects change. Throw fire at someone and you burn your 
hand. Damage control. Stop the fuel supply. Learning about emotional 
triggers and how to manage a situation before it combusts.  
 
24. Conflict 
Arguments or passionate and poignant differences of opinion. Not getting your 
way. Leaving in anger. The potential for separation; a time out. The 
dissolution of a partnership. Noisy, destructive conflict. Domestic disputes. 
Don’t let doubt or fear of assuming soul responsibility keep you from making a 
decision honouring your best interests.  
 
25. Dark Knight 
Knight’s errant; you’re left only with armour that no longer shines. Let down. 
Unrealistic expectations. Error in judgment. Something or someone in whom 
you placed hope, faith, and trust has let you down. In hindsight, were the 
qualities you wanted to see real, or a creation of your own needs? Seeing the 
diamond; ignoring the rough. Someone who pretended to be someone they’re 
not. Idealization leads to disappointment. Invest energy into self-reliance.  
 
26. Defense 
Keep out! Barriers. Boundaries. Ongoing preparedness. Guard’s up. Refusing 
access to your truth and feelings. Boarded up. Cabin Fever.  
Erecting emotional strong holds. Prisoner of one’s own protective strategy. 
Isolation or paranoia. Or, a real need to keep something or someone out.  
 
27. Ding, Dong: HELLO! 
Head’s up. Awaken. Arise. Be present. Helpers trying to make a point. Pay 
attention. Something’s getting real. Gabriel’s trumpet. A calling. Lesson 
presents it’s self once again. Smack in the head (albeit with love).  
 
28. Distortion 
Trying to see too large a picture compromises accuracy and clarity. Narrow 
focus. Something or someone overwhelms. Taking on too much. Old patterns. 
Clairvoyance: I see dead people.  
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29. Dogma 
Rigidity. Grave outlook. Black and white thinking. Inflexibility. Taking 
something or yourself far too seriously. Too rigid a stance blocks 
enlightenment. Loosen up. Blockage. Impenetrable. Bureaucracy. An impossibly 
conventional, unimaginative and unproductive stance. 
 
30. Dragonwood 
Successfully weathering life’s storms. Like driftwood, permanently 
transformed but for the better. Rewards of taking the high road and 
endurance: wisdom, proven strength - and unique beauty. Earned confidence 
that you can rely on yourself in a pinch.   
 
31. Dry-docked 
Taking one’s self out of commission. Back-burnered. Done fishing. Time to blow 
off the cobwebs. Return back to the living, dating, painting or exercise. 
Revisit something you once loved but put out to land. Troubles relaunching. 
Attitude of “Not worth the effort”.  
 
32. Ducks-in-a-row 
Getting organized. Putting affairs in order. Sorting out logistics. Gaining 
emotional control. Head over heart. Small window of opportunity to get you or 
a situation sorted. If you don’t move soon, one of the 7 ducks will fly away.  
 
33. Economy 
Elbow grease. Watching purse strings. Frugality. Time where opportunities 
are tight; must rise to challenge with additional effort. Economize. Avoid 
unnecessary spending and excess. Heralds a lean and mean time. Good old-
fashioned work ethic. Simpler pleasures.   
 
34. Elementary 
Academics. Book smarts. Education. Student. Teacher. Librarian. Publishing. 
Back-to-basics. By the book.    
 
35. Emotions 
Harnessing the element of water. Emotions. Feelings. Gaging and controlling 
swells. How is the element of air (thought) affecting the stillness of the 
element of water (emotions)? Empathy and empaths. Clairsentience. Emotional 
Intelligence.  
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36. Emperor 
A man. Father. Execution. Delegates. Leadership through experience and 
power. “My way or the highway” thinking. Authoritarian. Keeps cards close to 
chest. Closed, cautious and inaccessible. Appearance and status and stature. 
Animus. Or, decorated officer. Military. Emergency services. Accomplishment.  
 
 
37. Empress 
A woman. Mother. Creation. Nurturing. Inspires. Leadership through honed 
instincts and empowering. Mother. Sexuality. Softness. Pregnant. Issues of 
comfort in one’s own skin. Courage to be Vulnerable. Open, wise and 
accessible. Anima. Or, sex worker. Temptress. Other woman. “Attitudes” of 
imperfection or being taken advantage of. An issue is laid bare. 
 
 
38. Empty 
Loss of a significant partner, partnership, friendship or family member. 
Loneliness. Learning to define oneself outside of the context of a relationship.   
 
 
39. Enlightenment 
Siddartha (he who achieves his aim). Awareness. Understanding. Insight. 
Reason. Happiness. Awakening. Illumination. I get it. Unconditional love. The 
Heart Chakra. 
 
40. Environment 
A positive and “organic” environment. You belong here. Great fit. Working 
well with others. Synergy.  
 
41. Escape 
Leaving a troubled situation for an uncertain future. The devil you know. A 
hasty departure. An opportunity to leave.  
 
42. Esteem 
Whoso pulleth out this sword. Worthiness. Facing a feat or responsibility that 
tests your mettle. Graciously accepting accomplishment and honour. Truth 
that finds you. Once and Future King. You’re the One. Auspicious card for 
writers and their work, as well as creative development.  
 
43. Evergreen 
Impermanence. A season or phase obstructing new growth. Be patient. This 
too shall pass. Temporary obstacle. Winter: A season of delayed growth. 
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44. Exotic 
Foreign. Adventure. Exotic travel. Holidays. Breaking ruts. Exchanging 
mundane and predictable routines to something new and unfamiliar puts you 
back in touch with what’s authentic about you. New experiences, locations, 
people that inspire unpracticed therefore genuine reactions.   
 
45. Experience 
Deep wisdom that comes from experience. School of hard knocks. A long time. 
A process. Evolution. Patience. Unflappability. Integrity.  
 
46. Expression 
Saying what needs to be said. Loud and proud. Turning it on. Tuning in. Finding 
your own frequency. Speak your “T” (truth). Radio. Broadcasting. Throat 
Chakra. 
 
47. Fertility 
Almost. Something wonderful about to hatch. Efforts being realized. Giving 
extra attention to the last stage of gestation. Spring: A season of new 
growth and rebirth.  
 
48. Focus 
ADHD. The need to sharpen focus. Clear your mind. Concentrate and direct 
energies to a single task. Hitting the nail on the head.   
 
49. Freedom 
Spirit. Reaching your highest potential unencumbered by doubt or anyone 
else’s ideas of who you are, and what you can do. Unless your Spirit can soar, 
you’re never truly free.  
 
50. Frenetic 
Frenetic. Frazzled. Attachments. Disquiet. Energetic attachments. 
Nervousness. Anxiety. Other people’s negativity or chaotic energy. Hooks. 
Energetic cords that need to be removed. Ungrounded, unchanneled energy. 
High-octane creativity that needs to be grounded in structured expression. 
Need for grounding. Projections. 
 
 
 
51. Fuel 
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Food as sustenance. Filling the tanks. Tendency to run on empty. Culinary 
arts. Grueling, tireless work that depletes energy.    
 
52. Ghost Plane 
Unexciting travel. Business not pleasure. The mundane. From here to there. 
Lack of leadership. Poor guidance or management. A person in control is 
unreliable or incompetent. Who’s in charge here? A means to an end. 
 
53. Green Man 
Cycle of growth. Renewal. Woodlands. Communing with nature. Earth magic. 
Nature religions. Something worth waiting for takes time to emerge, then 
exceeds expectations. Earth spirits. Seasonal rebirth. 
 
54. Grounding 
Harnessing the element of earth. Roots. Connection. Grounding. Tending to the 
needs of the physical self. Root Chakra. 
 
55. Hornet’s Nest 
A situation fraught with aggravation. A “buzzing” personal or professional 
environment with a stressful, feverish pace and short-tempered, aggressive 
people. Corporate life. Competition. Something to avoid. Don’t make matters 
worse. Develop thick skin or it’s not for you: find a way to get rid of it all 
together. Obsessive thoughts or behavior that compromise confidence or 
wellbeing. Inability to get someone out of your head.     
 
56. I am… 
Validation. Strength and pride in authenticity. You own this. Vibrant. Strong, 
Defiant, for all of the right reasons. Self love. Personal power. Solar Plexus 
Chakra.  
 
57. I❤U  
Love. An affair. Passion. Desire. Infatuation. A crush.  
 
58. Indulgence 
Satisfaction. A time for selfishness. Indulging lustily in pleasure, food and 
other physical appetites. Overindulgence. Or, remembering that you can 
always reach out; you have a faithful chorus of friends that happily offer 
whatever support you need.  
 
 
 
59. Inside Out 
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Pessimism. Negative outlook. Fear. Feeling cornered, and holed up on an issue. 
In a dark place. Hesitance to reemerge into the light of a situation. Not 
seeing all of the options clearly. Focusing on only one plan of attack. Can’t 
trust instincts. There are other options; clear then open your mind to ways to 
succeed.  
 
60. Intellect 
Harnessing the element of air. Intelligence. The mind. Occupations that 
favour sharp thinking. Using intelligence to disperse ignorance. IQ.  
 
61. itheewed 
Commitment. Marriage. Common law. Requited love. A significant relationship. 
 
62. Just Money 
Cash. Resources. It’s just money. It comes and goes, then comes again. A job.  
 
63. Labour of Love 
Doing your own thing, and loving it. Do something for the therapeutic 
benefits. Don’t lust after an outcome or result. Rewards lie in act of doing.  
 
64. Letting Go 
Manifesting a release. Waiting for the right moment (or wind) to scatter 
something into or back into the Universe. Or, a Pregnancy reaching a due-
date. 
 
65. Light 
Healing and healing arts. Working with the Divine. Angelic. Protection. 
Alternative medicine. Nimbus. Aura. Light Worker.   
 
66. Lone 
Solitude. Alone not lonely. Contemplation. * “Embracing your strange.” Time 
dedicated to honouring what’s unique about you. Serious reflection. Humility.  
 
67. Lucky 7 
Luck. Auspicious omen. Good fortune. Attitudes of winning or losing. Up or 
down on one’s luck. Gain outweighs risk vs. risk outweighing gain. 
 
68. Make a Wish 
Be clear on an intention. Set it. Blow. Provide Universe with specific 
instructions. Wishes won’t come true unless you’re actively asking. 
 
69. Making Hay 
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Determination. Nose to the grindstone. Labour. Make hay while the sun still 
shines. Take an opportunity to do something now. Farming. Hay won’t bale 
itself. Uppy uppy little puppy. Early mornings. 
 
70. Message 
Animal spirits. Spirit Guides. Communications provide answers and solutions. 
Pay attention to clear and distinct signs, repetitive or synchronistic 
information that come your way. A time to be aware and receptive. Chosen. 
Stigmata: Pain or suffering preceding ascension. 
 
71. Monet 
Beauty as healing or a commodity. Art. Painting. Expressions of spirit, heart 
and soul.    
 
72. Mooring 
Stability. That which anchors. Strength. Grounded. Immoveable. Unshakeable.  
 
73. Mythic 
*  “Make yourself the hero of your own story”. Self-actualization. Drama. 
Make Believe. Fantasy. Fiction. Larger than life. Theatrical. Actor. Stage 
presence. Star quality.    
 
74. Opportunity 
Advancement. Open this door. Growth. New opportunity. Progress. Go for it. 
Thumbs up. Find the key that unlocks your potential. It’s right there in front 
of you.  
 
75. Other Side 
A child. Childishness. Petulance. Issues of entitlement. Or, Hello from the 
Other Side: a presence. Communications from Helpers. Clairaudience: I hear 
dead people.  
  
76. Perception 
Skewed perception. Irrational. Emotions negatively affect clarity. Avoid 
making important decisions. Reevaluate a situation. Clarify. Information that’s 
gone through a warped personal filter. What you think you see is not what 
you get.  
 
 
 
 
77. Persona 
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Role play. Enabling. Affectations. Being someone you’re not but that other’s 
expect you to be. Care taking. Acting. Smoke and mirrors. A pleaser. 
Attention junkie. An actress.     
 
78. Plenty 
Finances. Abundance. More than enough. Money without effort. Inheritance. .  
  
79. Portal 
Donut hole. Filling the void from without rather than within. A black hole. 
Emptiness. Going to the well. Search for one’s self in the wake of something 
emotionally draining. Happiness needs to come from within. Or, an active 
channel. Or, a portal. Opening to another dimension.     
 
80. Power Down 
Rest. Sleep. Rest and relaxation. Reducing speed, intensity and exertion. 
Conservation. Nocturnal. Vivid, lucid dreaming. Retirement. Hanging up the 
gloves, for now.  
 
81. Regeneration 
Following a period of inertia, there are signs of new beginnings. New emotional 
growth. Coming out of stagnation or withdrawal.  
 
82. Remember Me 
The past through a filter of loss. A memory. A memorial. Funeral or 
celebration of life. Gone but not forgotten.     
 
83. Repair 
Mending the Self. Stress and change cause a breakdown. You can manifest 
what it takes to survive. Whatever’s broken, can be fixed.  
 
84. Resilience 
You’re much tougher and than you give yourself credit for. A survivalist. 
Shedding.  
 
85. Romance 
Vintage. Old fashioned, morals, values, and aesthetics. Courtship. Wooing 
(romantic and flattering business clients). Gifts. Tokens of appreciation. 
Nostalgia. Rose-coloured glasses. Slow down and smell the posies.  
 
 
 
86. Ruby in the Rough 
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Excavating personal power. Finally seeing, believing and being inspired by your 
own potential.  
 
87. Sailors’ Delight 
Red skies tonight. Auspicious omen. Tomorrow’s a brand new day. Things are 
looking up. Marked improvement. Great day to begin an undertaking. Calm 
waters and wind in your sails. 
 
88. Sanctuary 
Home is where the heart is. A room of one’s own. Safe haven. A space 
wherein you can relax, revive and be, you. Alone not lonely. Homebody. House 
proud. Hermit. Cozy isolation. Agoraphobia. Seclusion. 
 
89. Scrutiny 
There’s more than meets the eye. Wait. Don’t leap to conclusions. (Paean to 
the photographer, Roger Carlsen, who you can see in the frog’s eye).  
 
90. Sensuality 
Sexuality. Creativity. Confidence. Strength in vulnerability. Vibrancy. 
Magnetism. Sacral Chakra.  
 
91. Sentinels 
Rite of passage. Intimidation. Hold your ground. Lead from a place of 
authenticity, and hold your head up high. Test. Trial. Path leads to great new 
heights and increased responsibility. Not a time to doubt abilities.  
 
92. Shelf Life 
Parasitism. Dependency. Neediness. Only one strengthens from a relationship. 
Bracket or shelf fungus survives only as long as it’s host. Children. 
Responsibility. A job. Illness.  
 
93. Snails’ Pace 
Slowly. Thoroughly. Underlying fragility suggests that you deal with a 
stressful situation by breaking it down into manageable pieces. 
  
94. Storm Warning 
Volatility. Extreme agitation. Stormy. Moody. Negative thought patterns. 
Pessimism. Thoughts create. A time to keep your words, thoughts and actions 
in good order. Brace for storminess ahead. Positivity helps you cope until the 
storm blows over.   
 
95. Strut 
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Show off. Bravado. Strut your stuff. Peacock. Confidence. Putting on airs. 
Dressing to the nines.       
 
96. Sunflower 
Season of abundance. Harvest. Bounty. Pinnacle. Happiness. Success. As good 
as it gets. Summer: A season of full growth.    
 
 
97. Tempo 
Music. Mastery. Raising vibrations. A need to pick up the pace or be more 
flexible in the face of sudden changes. Orchestration. Multi-tasking. A group 
waits and/or relies on the efficiency of skilled leader.    
 
98. Test of Time 
Providence. Tradition. Standing the test of time. Endurance. Conventional 
roles. Survival. Togetherness. Doing what it takes. Arranged marriage. 
Longevity gained by compromise. Grandparents.  
 
99. Thanksgiving 
Thanksgiving. Abundance. Harvest. But rewards and gain resulting from honest 
efforts. Counting blessings. Gratitude. Sharing. Charity.  
 
100. Tranquility 
Calm. Serenity, which makes others feel calm in your presence. Peaceful. 
Light of the full moon reflected in water. Still waters run deep. Ease. Self-
realization. You own it. Great emotional depth and stability. Still waters run 
deep. Or, medication. Sedation.  
 
101. Transformation 
Fire elemental. Trial by fire. Phoenix rises from the ashes. Transformation. 
Harnessing the element of fire. Salvation.  
 
102. Tribe 
Pack mentality. Loyalty. Trust. Protection. I’m watching you. What’s good for 
the group. Survival strategies of the pack animal. Community. Hierarchy. 
Blood lust. Hysteria.  
 
103. Undercurrents 
Emotional undercurrents. Entanglements. Secrets. Unplumbed depths. Surface 
appearances hide truth. Attachments go much deeper.  
 
104. Unearthed 
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Quagmire. Being stuck. A struggle. Something hidden partially unearthed. 
Choice between easy and very difficult: turn a blind eye or exert a lot of 
energy to tackle a task. Call in the Calvary.    
 
105. Unfinished Business 
Unresolved. Unsolved. Something not given a decent burial repeats.  
Complications or a present condition arises from unfinished business. Residue 
and psychic junk.  
 
106. Warrior Moon 
Facing and transcending fear. Warrior spirit. Preparedness. Stepping out of 
comfort zones. Daring and courage. Doing what needs to be done regardless 
of personal inconvenience. Time is now. Light Warrior.  
 
107. Wherewithal 
Lifestyle. Luxury. Disposable income. Wining & Dining. The good life. Life of 
Riley.  
 
108. Whimsy 
Fun. Frivolity. Casual Sex. Entertainment. Playful. Light-heartedness. A time 
to not take things too seriously. Hedonism. 
 
 
Bonus Card 
 
(unofficially 109 = 10 = 1) Samhain 
Endings give way to new beginnings. Transition between death and rebirth. 
Veils are thin. A time of the decay so that they old can yield to the new. 
Good time to begin communications. Honoring and toasting ancestors. 
Mediumship.  
 
* Quotes by venerable diviners & teachers, Andrew Kyle McGregor and 
James Wanless, respectively.  
 
 


